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Introduction 
 
This document provides detailed specifications and requirements on how to design, develop and prepare flash web 
games for Gamehouse’ post-production department. 
 
Our post-production department handles localization and preparation of all localized builds which are launched (both 
downloadable- and web games). Our goal is to have a predictable process for the localization and preparation of 
those games and be able to provide a short timeline from delivery to launch. To achieve this we have come up with 
requirements and specifications in order to guide this process. This document explains, in detail, which requirements 
we have for Flash web games in order to make them fit into our process. 
 

Release notes / change log 
Current API version numbers: 

gameloader_###x###.swf 1.2.3.1 

RGGameConnectionAS2 1.0.0 

RGGameConnectionAS3 1.0.3 
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 = optional 
 

1 Delivery (localization kit) 
 
When delivering games to us, it's highly preferred to provide us with a final 
multilingual build which is localization-ready. This way we separate the development 
and localization part which is the most efficient way to work.  
 
We need the final build to be accompanied by some other assets which we require 
for localization such as graphical source files with separate text layers for easy 
modification. To shorten lead times, include as many and all kinds of materials 
which you believe can be useful to us during the localization process. 
 
By using a logical file structure we can easily find all the materials that are required 
for localization. The directory tree on the right is a preferred structure of how a 
typical game should be delivered to us. 
 
The combination of assets and game files required for localization is often referred 
to as localization kit or lockit. A checklist can be found at the end of this document 
which should help you to prepare all of the assets we need. 
 
 

The lockit structure explained 
 
 Assets 
Graphical Assets 
This folder should contain source files to edit images which need localization. PSD 
files with TTF fonts are ideal. More information can be found in our general localization requirements document: 
document_localizationspecifications_v2.1.pdf. 
 
Tools 
Generally flash web games do not require tools in order to be localized nor for asset packs to be rebuilt. In case your 
game does, please put those in this folder together with extensive usage documentation. Tools should preferably have 
a command line interface to enhance automation options on our end. 
 
 

 Build 
This folder contains the final multilingual build of the game; generally an SWF file and some configuration files. 
Furthermore this folder also contains two important subfolders: 
 

o Global contains only general resource files. These files should not contain files such as images or XML files 
with text which need localization. Only store general images, configuration files, splash screens etc. in this 
folder. 

o Localized with a subfolder per language that only contains language specific files. E.g.: localized images, 
translated text files, etc. You can also place GUI-layout files in here so we can easily make changes to the 
game’s layout for a specific language (for example: shrink the position or font size of text fields). This is NOT 
the place for entire builds. If the game has not been localized into any languages yet, these folders (except 
en-US) will be empty. 

 
Make sure this build is clean (e.g. does not contain old files, temporary files, versioning files(svn/cvs) or other 
unnecessary files such as thumbs.db files (windows) or .DS_Store(mac)). 
 
 

 Documentation 
This folder should contain important information that we can use during localization. Cheats, information about which 
files need to be translated, usage of scripts and so on. 
 
 

 Source 
In general we will not need the source code for a web game since a localization-ready build will be enough to serve 
localization purposes. If we however agree future changes need to be made by us, source will come in very handy. 
Make sure to include ALL required source code, assets, libraries, fonts and images to rebuild the game. The source 
should build the release build' main SWF file(s) as the one(s) in the build folder. Make sure the source has a 
designated and recognizable folder in which the project compiles a release build. 

file:///C:/Users/gvandenbogaard/Desktop/WEB%20GAME%20DOCS/document_localizationspecifications_v2.1.pdf
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2 Requirements 
 
To be able to localize your game, as smooth and quickly as possible, we have set up some requirements. We ordered 
those in four subchapters. The first subchapter talks about the way a multilingual build should be structured, the 
second subchapter describes localization requirements specifically for web games, the third subchapter talks about 
technical requirements and the fourth subchapter describes policies that we have for web games. 
 

2.1 Multilingual build structure 

Because flash web games will be localized into multiple languages we require a multilingual build which uses a clear 
but most of all extensible file/folder structure. The root of this structure simply contains your main SWF file. 

 
global 
The global folder can contain general resources and XML configuration 
files. Library SWF files can also be stored here. 
 
localized 
All language specific files should be stored in a language specific folder 
inside the ‘localized’ folder. This folder contains various ‘language-
country’ specific folders whose names are based on the various 
languages and countries we localize in.  
 
Each subfolder contains language specific files like localized images, 
translated text files, etc. You can also place GUI-layout files in here so 
we can easily make changes to the game’s layout per language (for 
example: shrink the position or font size of text fields). If the game has 
not been localized into any languages yet all subfolders, except en-US, 
will be empty. 
 
By using this structure we can easily group all localized resources for a 
game together and clearly separate them from other languages. In the 
example directory layout on the left you can see: 

. This folder contains externalized English resources. 

. This folder contains same resources as the en-US folder, but these 

contain German texts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When a web game is loaded, the ‘language’ and ‘country’ flashVars should be used to select the right resource 
directory to load its localized resources from. For more info see chapter “flashvars”. 
 
 

 

! It is recommended to store various resources using a ‘type by language’ structure. This means storing all images 
together in a subfolder called, for example, ‘images’, all text and GUI files in a folder called ‘text’, all sounds 
together in a folder called ‘sounds’ etc. This way all resources can be located easily. 
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2.2 Localization requirements 

All text in the game should be externalized so we can easily access them without having to recompile the game. This 
means all menu-item-texts, button-texts, labels, dialog/hint-messages, storyline, comics but also object- and item-
names in hidden-object games. This can be done by storing text in an external XML file or by having external images. 
These external localized resources should be loaded by the game during the loading-phase. This way a single SWF 
can load localized resources without having any hardcoded strings/images with text. 
 
The most common problems which we run into when localizing can be found in our general localization requirements 
document: document_localizationspecifications_v2.1.pdf. 
 
Web games however have different characteristics and therefore additional requirements which we would like you to 
know about. This chapter contains and explains specifications on how we like to see those external resources to be 
stored for flash web games. 
 

2.2.1 Externalize text 

All in-game text should be stored in an external text file, preferably valid XML. This allows us to simply change text 
without having to recompile a game. This means all menu-item-texts, button-texts, labels, dialog/hint-messages, 
storyline and comics but also object- and item-names in hidden-object games should be externalized. 
 

External text files should be preloaded dynamically from the correct “localized/%LANGUAGE%-%COUNTRY%/text” 

directory using the provided language and country flashvars. 
 
Make sure to save the XML file in UTF-8 encoding (with byte order mark (BOM)) to enable Flash to correctly read all 
accented Latin-1 characters like “é”, “É”, “ß” etc. Flash comes with a good XML parser which is capable of loading 
and navigating through an XML. 
 

2.2.2 Reuse texts from the downloadable version 

We strongly prefer to reuse the text files and images from the downloadable version for the web game literally where 
possible! This way we can easily reuse the translated strings and images from the localized downloadable versions to 
create localized web-versions which in turn reduces translation costs and overall lead-time as we already have the 
translations for those texts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2.3 Externalize images 

Sometimes certain graphical effects on texts can only be achieved by having text in an image (instead of externalized 
text in a dynamic label). By using externalized images we can simply change the PNG/JPG image file in the ‘localized’ 

directory. External images should be preloaded dynamically from the correct “localized/%LANGUAGE%-

%COUNTRY%/images” directory using the provided language and country flashvars. 

 
If images don’t contain text and therefore do not need to be localized, just keep them inside the main SWF, a library 
SWF or in the global folder. 

! Make sure reused images are exactly the same as used in the downloadable version and are scaled with 
constrained proportions to ensure we will be able to simply rescale localized images from the downloadable 
version to the web game’ image dimensions. 
 

! New texts which are introduced in the web version should be added to the text xml, preferably in a separate 
section or localized images folder so we can easily have those translated. 

 

file:///C:/Users/gvandenbogaard/Desktop/WEB%20GAME%20DOCS/document_localizationspecifications_v2.1.pdf
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2.2.4 Embedding fonts 

Because of Flash' behavior regarding fonts ALL dynamic text fields which show text have to be embedded to make 
sure the game displays all text correctly. By embedding fonts in a label a subset of a font' character outlines is 
embedded into your game SWF making it independent of external fonts which may be missing on the end-user’ 
system. The more characters are embedded the larger the SWF becomes and therefore we have composed a set of 
characters which should be embedded to ensure correct displaying of all required localized texts. 
 
Always make sure to embed the following set of characters: 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2.5 Bitmap-fonts 

Avoid using bitmap fonts. They are hard to edit/update and often make the game unnecessarily bigger in comparison 
to when using normal fonts. Moreover bitmap font sizes cannot be changed as easily as normal labels and will require 
a lot more code to be displayed correctly. The extra work involved when using bitmap fonts it is often not worth the 
extra eyecandy they provide. 
Flash features filters to enhance the visuals of text labels which can help you to realize certain effects while still 
having the flexibility of dynamic text. 
 

2.2.6 Cheats 

To speed up testing of web games we want all web games to have a decent set of cheats allowing our localization 
and QA department to instantly achieve certain things in a game or to be able to quickly jump to specific parts of the 
game to see certain texts. 
 
The cheats we minimally (if applicable) want to be available are: 
- Win level/round; 
- Lose level/round; 
- Win game; 
- Lose game; 
- Unlock all trophies. 
 
In addition we would love to have these cheats: 
- Jump to levels (next and/or previous level); 
- Achieve any special achievement in the game (un-lockable items, bonuses, etc.); 
- Add money; 
- Add time. 
 
Make sure cheats can be switched on and off easily. See chapter “flashVars” on how to enable/disable cheats. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789 ~`!?¡¿º@#$%^&*()-

_=+[{]};:'",<.>/¢£€¥§©®™\ ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐÑÒÓÔÕÖŒÙÚÛÜÝŸßàáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðñòóôõöœùúûüýÿ 
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2.3 Technical requirements 

To make sure a Flash web game runs in our environment, is easy to localize and can easily be modified in case we 
run into issues, we have some requirements regarding the delivered build. 
 

2.3.1 Flashvars 

To control a game’s behavior we provide flashVars which should be used by the game. These flashVars are provided 
through our API. See the API initialization chapter on how to acquire the flashVars. 
 
These can easily be used by the flash-games allowing them to change certain aspects of the game such as: 
- the language of loaded resource files; 
- whether or not the show the download button / built in interstitials; 
- whether or not cheats are activated. 
 
The following flashvars need to be implemented in the web games: 
 

language 
& 

country 

Purpose: 
The language and country variables together make up the string code which 
corresponds with the directory names in the localized directory where all localized 
resources reside. 

Example values: 
“de-DE”, “en-US”, “es-ES”, “fr-FR”, “it-IT”, “nl-NL”, “pt-BR”, “sv-SE” 

 
When loading resources combine the language and country parameters to make path-strings which looks like this: 
 
 
This way we can easily change the loaded language at runtime without the need for a separate build per language. 
 
 

showAds 

Purpose: 
Whether or not to show the in-game upsell dialogs (both in-between levels as well as 
after the game is completed/over). 
For more info see chapter: Upsell 

Example values: 
true / false 

 

hasDownloadable 

Purpose: 
Whether or not to show the ‘Download’ buttons throughout the entire game. 
For more info see chapter: Upsell 

Example values: 
true / false 

 

cheatsEnabled 

Purpose: 
Whether in-game cheats are enabled. This enables our QA department to (de)activate 
the built-in cheats enabling them to quickly test certain aspects of the game without the 
need to rebuild it. 

Example values: 
false / true 

 

2.3.2 API 

We require our Flash web game API to be implemented in all Flash web games. This enables high score-support, 
dynamic game breaks, score broadcasts and dynamic ‘download-button’ actions. Please see chapter API for more 
information. 
 

2.3.3 Build size 

Try to keep the size of web games under ~20MB. You can achieve this by not implementing all features found in the 
downloadable version of the game and/or by lowering the encoding quality of used jpeg images; important here is that 

localized / %language%-%country% / %foldername% / %fileToLoad% 
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no severe visual degradation like jpeg artifacts should be visible. Disabling certain features can be ‘covered’ by 
informing the player about this feature being available in the downloadable version. 
 

2.3.4 Dimensions 

Our portals allow Flash web games up to 640x480 pixels to be displayed without scaling. Larger games (800x600 for 
example) are scaled down by the object tag in the website until both width and height are exactly equal or smaller 
than 640 and 480. 
It is not advised to release games with smaller dimensions than 640x480 due to the penetration of high-ppi displays. 
Especially hidden-object-games (HOGs) benefit from larger dimensions as some items can otherwise become hard to 
distinguish. 
 

2.3.5 Player version & ActionScript 

We require Flash games to be made for Flash player version 10. Games built for this version offer great performance 
compared to previous versions allowing for a better user experience. This still allows developers to use either 
ActionScript 2 or 3. 
 
Our portals currently require our players to have Flash Player 10 installed on their systems. If your game requires a 
newer version of the Flash player to be installed on the players’ system please let us know. 
 
 

2.4 Policies 

To meet our channels’ demands we have some policies web games should adhere to. If for some reason you really 
do or do not need or want the features we discuss in this chapter simply implement a configurable switch in a 
config.xml file which can be flipped to enable/disable the feature. 
 

2.4.1 Branding 

Web games can display splash screens before the game starts. Do not display branding images / logo’s after the 
splash screens. If you really want main menu branding, please make sure we can switch it off using a configuration 
file. Splash screens must not have links to external URLs or non-clickable URL information (like text or tooltips). 
 

2.4.2 Player profiles 

Do not implement player profiles in your web game. This also means you should not ask players to enter their name 
nor try to resolve the players’ name or computer name in any way. 
 

2.4.3 Savegames 

We really like to see savegame functionality in all web games. The preferred way to implement savegames is to have 
the players’ progress saved every level they complete. If possible try to inform players that their progress is saved and 
that they can continue playing where they left off next time they play the game. The easiest way is to, in a level-
complete dialog, say something like “your progress has been saved”. You can also use popups to inform players their 
progress is saved. 
 
Serializing of game objects in .sol files using the regular serialization functions available in Flash is the easiest way to 
store savegames safely on the players’ computer. Do not use undocumented ‘features’ to store savegames on a 
players’ system. Also do not use external services to store savegames. For example a cloud service. 
 

2.4.4 Game finished / game over 

When a player finishes the game or upon game over, the game should show a dialog notifying them about this. If the 
player reached the end of the game, have a header congratulating them with their achievement or tell them, for 
example, “Well done! You’ve reached the end of the journey offered in the web version of %gamename%”. 
 
If the web game features a competitive scoring system, for example a score based on skill, time, precision, etc., 
please show their final score on this dialog as well and make sure to submit it using the API. 
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2.4.5 Upsell 

Web games often have upsell dialogs to: 
- upsell the downloadable version of the web game (regular upsell); 
- upsell other downloadable games from a developer (‘More games’ upsell) 
 
All web games that we launch should have configurable upsell screens. We use a dynamic gamebreak system; 
enabled by our API. This system allows us to show dynamic content in-between levels instead of hardcoded upsell 
screens. This means we must be able to turn the built-in upsell screens off using the showAds flashVar. For the 
channels where we do use the built in upsell dialogs we want to have the option do disable the download button, 
which is often featured on such dialogs, as the channel may already offer a button to the downloadable version. This 
means the hasDownloadable flashvar should be used to determine whether or not to display the download buttons 
throughout the game. 
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3  API 
 
The API for Flash web games provides Flash web games with high score-support, dynamic game breaks, score 
broadcasts and dynamic ‘download-button’ actions. 
 

3.1 How it works 

Flash web games which we launch are loaded by a gameloader SWF. Flash web games which will have the API 
functionality, need to import 1 folder of classes and can then create event listeners and fire events using an 
RGGameConnection instance. These listeners and events will communicate with the gameloader to control certain 
events. 
 

 
 
 

3.2 Legend 

From here on we will refer to the RGGameConnection instance using the ActionScript 3 version of the connection: 
“RGGameConnectionAS3“. If you are programming in ActionScript 2 simply replace “RGGameConnectionAS3“ with 

“RGGameConnectionAS2“. 

 
 
Used styles: 
 
Reference/link to a relevant chapter: 

 
 
Code: 

 
 
Important notes: 

 
 

“The GAMEBEGIN message…” 
 

RGGameConnectionAS3.fireEvent(RGGameEventAS3.%CALL_NAME%, %EXTRA_PARAMETERS%); 

This would be an important note. 
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3.3 Events & listeners 

To fully set up the communication between the game and our gameloader SWF, events should be fired and listeners should be created. The following flowchart displays 
the various API calls in a simplified game as the player progresses to various states of the game such as “started”, “won”, “lost”, “interstitial”, etc.  
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3.3.1 Fired events 

Green bars in the flow chart indicate places where events should be fired by the game. These events notify the 
loader of the game being in a certain state or the game requiring a certain action from the loader/website. 
 
Firing an event: 

 
Replace %CALL_NAME% with the name of the call. The extra parameters (%EXTRA_PARAMETERS%) are only used with 

the SCOREBROADCAST and GAMEEND event. Omit the extra parameters when firing all other events. 
 

GAMEREADY 

Purpose: 
Tells the loader that the game is ready to start displaying. 

Fire when: 
The game has finished loading all assets and is ready to display the main menu. 

Game needs to wait for reply from loader? 
Yes, wait for the GAMEBEGIN message using a listener. 

 

GAMEBREAK 

Purpose: 
Tells the loader that the game is ready for a dynamic gamebreak e.g. allowing the 
channel to show an upsell screen and/or advertisement. 

Fire when: 
After a level has ended and the player has dismissed the level-result dialog. 

Game needs to wait for reply from loader? 
Yes, wait for the GAMECONTINUE message using a listener. 

 

SCOREBROADCAST 

Purpose: 
Notifies the loader of the current player score. 

Fire when: 
- on every GAMEBREAK. 

Parameters: {score:%player score%, state:'gamebreak'} 

- during gameplay when the score updates. 

Parameters: {score:%player score%, state:'interval'} 

Game needs to wait for reply from loader? 
No. 

 

GAMEEND 

Purpose: 
Signal the loader a game has ended and supply the loader with a score, the level 
number and the outcome of the game e.g. win/lose. The loader will send them out to the 
server to be processed. 

Fire when:  
- the player finishes the game successfully: 

Parameters: {score:%player score%, level:%level%, outcome:'win'} 

- goes game-over. 
Parameters: {score:%player score%, level:%level%, outcome:'lose'} 

Game needs to wait for reply from loader? 
No. 

 

GAMEDOWNLOAD 

Purpose: 
Signals the loader the player has clicked a “Download” button. The loader will open the 
game’s download page. This means the game itself should not try to open an URL. 

Fire when: 
The player presses a download button inside the game. 

Game needs to wait for reply from loader? 
No. 

 
Please note that SCOREBROADCAST and GAMEEND should only be implemented if your game features a 
scoring system which is based on time, skill, precision or other competitive values. Make sure that a higher score 
means better results have been achieved. 
 
Sometimes a score of 0 is possible for the SCOREBROADCAST and GAMEEND events’ parameters. Also submit 
the score if it’s 0; do not omit it. 

RGGameConnectionAS3.fireEvent(RGGameEventAS3.%CALL_NAME%, %EXTRA_PARAMETERS%); 
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3.3.2 Listeners 

The blue bars in the flow chart represent listeners which need to be created in the game. Those listeners wait for 
an outside call that triggers the game to perform a certain action. The game should wait for these replies before 
continuing. 
 
Creating an event listener: 

 

SWFREADY 

Purpose: 
Ensures the gameloader and RGGameConnection are connected and flashVars can be 
requested by the game to load the localized resources, determine whether to show/hide 
download buttons and whether to show/hide upsell screens. 

Create when:  

After initialize(this); has been called. Before the game needs to load localized 

resources. 

Game action when received: 
Load localized resources based on parameters provided by loader using 

getFlashVars();. 

 

GAMEBEGIN 

Purpose: 
Indicates the game is visible to the player and can continue its startup sequence after 
having finished loading. 

Create when: 
The game has finished loading, including the localized content, and is ready to display 
splash screens and continue to the main menu. 

Game action when received: 
Continue starting the game, display splash screens if any, continue to the main menu. 

 

GAMECONTINUE 

Purpose: 
Indicates the game can continue after a game break. 

Create when: 
Before the game fires the GAMEBREAK event. 

Game action when received: 
Continue what was supposed to happen before the GAMEBREAK event was fired. 
Normally this would be to advance to the next level, replay the level in case the player 
has not managed to successfully complete it. 

 
Listeners and events which have a direct relation:  
- GAMEREADY & GAMEBEGIN 
Those make the game wait for the loader & channel to indicate the game can actually start displaying, continue to 
the main menu and play sounds & music. 
 
- GAMEBREAK & GAMECONTINUE 
Those make the game halt for a game break, which will normally be in-between levels. Using the GAMEBREAK 
system the channel can decide what to do during a break instead of the game simply displaying a static upsell 
screen for the Downloadable/Mobile version. 

Function to call 
upon receiving 

the event. 

RGGameConnectionAS3.addListener(RGGameEventAS3.GAMECONTINUE, onContinue, this, false); 

Whether to 
listen once or 
continuously. 

Game-
reference. 

Name of the 
event to listen for. 
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3.4 Implementation 

 
Make sure a class path in your project properties points to the library directory corresponding with the version of 
ActionScript which you’re programming for (AS2 or AS3). Import the required classes: 
 

 
 
 
 

3.4.1 Initialization 

The game should call the initialize method as soon as possible in the game loading process; preferably this call is 
the very first thing that happens in your game. An instance of the RGGameConnection will be created which will 
initialize the connection with the loader and will allow the game to create event listeners and fire events. 
 

 
 
Next the game needs to create the SWFREADY listener. This listener waits for a call from the loader which 
indicates API interaction can begin and that the game can request the flashVars to begin to load localized 
resources. 
 

 
 
When the SWFREADY listener is triggered by the loader it also sends the Flash variables, or flashVars for short, to 
the RGGameConnection which the game should use. When receiving the SWFREADY message you can request 
the flashVars from the RGGameConnection by using the following call: 
 

 
 
The flashVars which are returned contain important parameters such as ‘language’ and ‘country’ which should be 
used to determine which localized resources to load. See chapter Flashvars. 
 
Make sure to overwrite default flashvars which might have been read from a fallback-XML file or which have been 
hardcoded. 
 
 

3.4.2 When loading is finished 

When all resources are loaded and the game is ready to start displaying splash screens create the GAMEBEGIN 
listener and then fire the GAMEREADY event. 
 

 
 
After the game receives the GAMEBEGIN event the game can show splash screens and display the main menu. 
 

 
 
  

import com.real.games.datagathering.game.*; 

RGGameConnectionAS3.initialize(this); 

RGGameConnectionAS3.addListener(RGGameEventAS3.SWFREADY, onSWFReady, this, true); 

var flashVars:Object = RGGameConnectionAS3.getFlashVars(); 

RGGameConnectionAS3.addListener(RGGameEventAS3.GAMEBEGIN, onGameBegin, this, true); 

RGGameConnectionAS3.fireEvent(RGGameEventAS3.GAMEREADY); 

Function onGameBegin(event:RGGameEventAS3):void 

{ 

/* CODE TO MAKE YOUR GAME DISPLAY SPLASH SCREENS, START MUSIC/SOUND AND GO TO THE 

MAIN MENU */ 

} 
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3.4.3 During gameplay 

During a level, fire a SCOREBROADCAST for every time the players’ score changes. Make sure to submit the 
players’ total score and not just the score for this level only. 

 
 

Please replace %yourVarForTotalPlayerScore% with the variable which contains the total score. 

 
 

3.4.4 In between levels 

In between levels we want to have a GAMEBREAK and fire a SCOREBROADCAST. 
 
The GAMEBREAK event and GAMECONTINUE listener allow the game to indicate when it's a suitable moment to 
have a (commercial) break. You can choose to create the listener and set the fourth parameter to false to indicate 
this listener won't be removed after it is triggered. This way you'll only have to create the listener once. 
 

 
 
The GAMEBREAK event should be sent at the end of levels and at the end of a game, but always after the level-
end dialog or game completed message is shown and the player has dismissed it using a button or “click to 
continue” hotlink. 
 
 
Also fire the SCOREBROADCAST event when a GAMEBREAK event is fired. This is a good moment to provide 
the current total score to the loader as it is a ‘certain’ value. 

 
 

 
 
After the game fires the GAMEBREAK event it should wait for a GAMECONTINUE message. Continue with the 
game-flow after the added eventlistener has been triggered by the loader: 
 

 
 
These are only for in between levels. Do not fire these events after the final level has finished. 
 
 

3.4.5 After a game 

When the player finishes a game, for example by winning, losing or by quitting/restarting whilst playing a game, 
make sure to send highscores using the GAMEEND event. 
 

 
 

Please replace %yourVarForTotalPlayerScore% and %yourVarForLastLevelFinished% with variables which 

contain actual values. Replace the outcome value "win" with "lose" when the player has not successfully finished 

the game. 
 
The GAMEEND event is not the same as the SCOREBROADCAST event. Do not fire a GAMEEND event after 
every level. 
  

RGGameConnectionAS3.fireEvent(RGGameEventAS3.SCOREBROADCAST,  

{score:%yourVarForTotalPlayerScore%, state:’interval’}); 

RGGameConnectionAS3.addListener(RGGameEventAS3.GAMECONTINUE, onGameContinue, this, false); 

RGGameConnectionAS3.fireEvent(RGGameEventAS3.SCOREBROADCAST,  

{score:%yourVarForTotalPlayerScore%, state:’gamebreak’}); 

RGGameConnectionAS3.fireEvent(RGGameEventAS3.GAMEBREAK); 

Function onGameContinue(event:RGGameEventAS3):void 

{ 

/* CODE TO MAKE YOUR GAME GO TO THE NEXT LEVEL */ 

} 

RGGameConnectionAS3.fireEvent(RGGameEventAS3.GAMEEND, {score:%yourVarForTotalPlayerScore%, 

level:%yourVarForLastLevelFinished%, outcome:’win’}); 
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4 Source code 
 
This chapter talks about things related to source code for Flash web games. Please note that we prefer receiving a 
final build of the game with ways to modify the game’s behavior so we won’t have to recompile the game. 
 

4.1 Adobe Flash IDE 

When using the Adobe Flash developer environment, try not to put source code all over the place inside the FLA 
files. Instead put code in .AS files as much as possible. We rather have multiple AS files than a mix of AS code in 
buttons, MovieClips and in frames. Coding in AS files is a good help in generating well-structured code and is more 
easily searchable than source code inside a FLA file. Moreover AS files can be compared using comparison 
software, while binary FLA files cannot. 
 

4.2 IDE & Tools 

To allow for workable build processes we require that source can be compiled using one of the following systems: 
- Adobe Flash CS5, CS4, CS3; 
- Flex 3 (Do not use Flex-projects, use AS-projects instead); 
- FlashDevelop. 
Please make sure to include a project file for Flex 3 and FlashDevelop and clear documentation on how to compile 
your project if it requires special compilation-/build-steps and/or special libraries. 
 
If your web game needs custom build- & pack-tools please let us upon initial delivery of your web game. 
 

4.3 Main Game SWF  

There should only be 1 main game SWF file (having a loader SWF is no problem). This SWF should not contain 
any text items/images which need to be translated. Localizing text labels, variables and images inside an SWF is 

very time consuming so make sure all localization-items are stored in the “localized/%LANGUAGECODE%-

%COUNTRYCODE%/” directory to allow for easy localization/modification. 

 
Based on the language and country flashvars provided to the game, by the website hosting the game, it will look for 
text and image resources in a specific resource subdirectory in the ‘localized’ folder. Adding new languages this 
way is easy as we will only have to add a directory with new localized resources and send the new language & 
country flashvars to the game. 
 
See chapter "Flashvars" for a more detailed explanation. 
 

4.4 Resource SWF files 

When making flash web games developers often choose to store sounds or similar resources in a separate SWF, 
to keep the publish times for the main game-SWF short. It is allowed to have resource SWF files as long as they 
are preloaded by the game to ensure al resources contained in it are loaded before going to the main-menu. Make 
sure they contain no text or image resources with text. Sound resources consisting of speech-samples are not a 
problem as they won’t be localized. 
 
A loading sequence is perfect for loading resources and together with a loading bar and a “loading…” message 
look nice for the player while they are waiting for the game to load. Having no message & progress-bar during 
loading is not recommended as players might think the game stopped working/doesn’t load when they’re on a low-
bandwidth connection. Please make sure the loading text is externalized so it can be localized. 
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4.5 Coding Pitfalls 

 
Reading XML files 

When loading/parsing XML files make sure to read the actual value of a node (”.nodeValue”), instead of just the 

node; asking the XML document for its value ensures the correct reading of accented characters. 
 
 
‘Levels’ (ActionScript 2) 
Because all flash web games will be loaded by a loader, it is crucial they can run from Flash’ _level1 instead of 
_level0. This means the game itself may not be _level0 variable dependent. Make sure to use “_root”, “this” and 

“_global” and use “this._lockroot = true” if needed. These should enable you to do everything you want 

without having to use hardcoded variables into specific levels. 
 
 
Sound 
Developers also often use the following or similar code to create sounds: 
 
 
 
Instead try to make a new sound providing ‘this’ as a parameter to the Sound-constructor so the game will be 

able to correctly locate sounds when loaded by a loader. Like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
Sound cards (ActionScript 3) 
Make sure the game is capable of ‘handling’ computers which report they do not have a sound-card. This will 
prevent problems from occurring when initializing Sound components in AS3. Windows 7/Vista pc’s which have no 
headset/speakers connected will report that no soundcard is present which may potentially crash your web game. 
 
 
Stage (ActionScript 3) 
Web games made in AS3 which are loaded by our loader SWF can run into problems when trying to access the 
‘Stage’ too early. This is caused by the fact that they haven’t been added to the Stage yet when they start loading. 

Please make sure to implement an ADDED_TO_STAGE listener in your game to check whether or not your game(-

loader) has been added to the Stage. 

  

var mysnd:Sound = new Sound(); 

 

 
 
 
var mysnd:Sound = new Sound(this); 
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5 Testing 
 
Before sending your web game to us, please test it thoroughly. This chapter describes how to test your game in 
order to make sure everything works as expected and as described in this document. 
 
Testing should cover the following points: 

1. External resources; 
2. Flash variables behavior; 
3. Correct API behavior. 

 
Perform the checks in the following subchapters to ensure each of the above points is in perfect order. 
 

5.1 Preparing to test the game 

1. Navigate to the “API\test environment\“ folder in the developer package. 

 

2. Edit the “API\test environment\properties\properties.uprop” file. Modify these two lines and 

change the bold values to match you game’s main SWF name and its frame rate: 
<filename>yourGameSWF.swf</filename> 

<framerate>30</framerate> 

 
3. Copy the following to a local/remote webserver (no plugins/extensions required): 

 Contents of the “API\test environment\” folder. 

 Your web game including all mandatory resources. 
 

5.2 Starting the game in the test environment 

Navigate to the http location you copied the test files to. You will be presented with a site like this: 

 
These links start the web game in the language of your choice, using the gameloader. In order for the game to start 
in different languages it’s mandatory you have localized files in place for the language you would like to run. 
 
The gameloader supplied with the test environment has fixed dimensions which are 640x480. If your game is not 
640x480 contact us for a gameloader with dimensions which match those of your game. 
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5.1 Confirm flash variables behavior 

It’s very important all flashvars work as expected. This guarantees that the game can load the various languages 
and that the game is able to display/hide the upsell screens and download buttons based on the value of the 
flashvars. The following table describes how to easily test the various flashVars. 
 

flashVar Possible values Test steps 

language Language and country are combined to a 
string value representing the current 
language-set to run. For example: 
en-US, nl-NL and es-ES 

Run any of the test html links/files from the test 
environment to test the various languages. 

country 

hasDownloadable true/false 

1. Edit the html file for the language of your 
choice. Change the flashVar 
hasDownloadable’s value to true/false. 
2. Run the game and check if all download 
buttons are: 
- hidden when the var is false. 
- displayed when the var is true. 

showAds true/false 

1. Edit the html file for the language of your 
choice. Change the flashVar 
hasDownloadable’s value to true/false. 
 
2. Run the game and check if all upsell screens 
are: 
- hidden when the var is false. 
- displayed when the var is true. 

cheatsEnabled true/false 

1. Edit the html file for the language of your 
choice. Change the flashVar 
hasDownloadable’s value to true/false. 
 
2. Run the game and check if cheats are: 
- disabled when the var is false. 
- enabled when the var is true. 
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5.2 External resources check 

To be able to fully localize your all resources must be externalized. This can be easily tested when using the 
multilingual build structure. 
 

1. Copy all files from the “localized/en-US” folder to the “localized/nl-NL” folder. 
 

2. Mark all strings which need localization in the text (XML) files. 
Example of unmarked and marked texts in xml file: 

en-US nl-NL 

<id tag="button_ok" value="OK"/> 
<id tag="button_close" value="Close"/> 
<id tag="button_continue" value="Continue"/> 

<id tag="button_ok" value="xéß OK"/> 
<id tag="button_close" value="xéß Close"/> 
<id tag="button_continue" value="xéß Continue"/> 

 
3. Mark all images which need localization by either applying a visual effect to them or by marking them in 

some other way. Example: 

en-US nl-NL 

  
 

4. If you now run the game using the nl-NL html links/files from our test environment you can easily spot 
which texts/images still need to be externalized. 
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5.3 API 

Testing the API implementation in the web game consists of verifying whether all implemented API events and 
listeners work correctly and that they occur in the right places. The game should run just as well as it would without 
the API, it should not lock up or have any graphical or gameplay glitches. 
 
In order to verify the API is implemented correctly the game should be tested in our testing environment. Traces, 
made by the gameloader and RGGameConnection should be checked to be present and be in the right ‘location’ in 
the game flow. To do this a debug Flash player and log viewing tool need to be installed. 
 
Requirements: 

1. A debug version of your browser’s Flash player: Can be downloaded here: 
http://www.adobe.com/support/flashplayer/downloads.html 
 

2. Set up the Flash player log file. Setup instructions can be found here: 
http://kb2.adobe.com/cps/403/kb403009.html 

(An example mm.cfg file is included in the “/tools/” folder) 

 
3. Flash player logs can be viewed using a log file viewer, browser plugin or any other text-file viewer. We 

included two tools to aid you in viewing the flash log file. Please see the “Tools/Flash Tracer (command 

line)/“ and “Tools/ Flash Tracer (Firefox)/” folders. 

 
 
During the time the game is running various traces are fired by both the gameloader as well as the 
RGGameConnection. These traces together with your own traces aid in debugging the API implementation. Open 
the Flash log viewing tool of your choice and check for all required API calls, responses and perhaps errors. 
 
 
Here’s a table of calls to look for and places they should be occurring in: 
 

API call Location in game flow 

GAMEREADY 

Should be fired straight after you finish loading all general and localized resources and are 
ready to go to the main menu. 
Wait for the GAMEBEGIN response from the gameloader before continuing into the main 
menu. 

GAMEBEGIN 
Reply which is received from the gameloader, indicating you can start the game by going 
into the main menu. 

GAMEBREAK 
Should be fired straight after the player dismisses a level completed / level failed dialog. 
Wait for the GAMECONTINUE response from the gameloader before continuing the game. 

GAMEDOWNLOAD 
Should be fired whenever the player clicks a download button in the game. Do not open a 
URL, the gameloader will handle this. 

GAMEEND 
Should be fired whenever the player finishes the game; either by completing it or by a 
game-over. Make sure to send the final score, level and outcome along. 

SCOREBROADCAST 

Should be fired: 
1. Ingame whenever the score has gone up by a player action. If the score can also 

go down again by penalties or if the remaining time is the score, do not fire this 
event. (send along ’interval’ as the state parameter) 

2. At the same moment the GAMEBREAK is fired. (send along ’gamebreak’ as the 
state parameter) 

 
Please refer to the flowchart in 3.3 Events & listeners for additional help in testing the API implementation. 
  

http://www.adobe.com/support/flashplayer/downloads.html
http://kb2.adobe.com/cps/403/kb403009.html
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Here is an example of a test game loading its resources, running, submitting highscores and the player hitting a 
download button. The highlighted traces come from either the gameloader or the RGGameConnection and indicate 
which calls they’ve received and which replies it sends to the game. The darker texts are merely example texts to 
indicate what the game did at that moment. 

  

=== GameloaderHelper 1.2.2 === 

Game main class : constructor begin. 

Game main class : initializing RGGameConnection. 

RGGameConnectionAS3: Initializing 

=== RGGameConnectionAS3 1.0.3 === 

Game main class : adding ADDED_TO_STAGE listener (not required but for extra safety). 

Game main class : creating game instance. 

Game instance   : constructor begin. 

Game instance   : constructor end. 

Game main class : constructor end. 

Game main class : added to stage eventlistener called. 

Game main class : adding game as child 

Game main class : starting game 

Game instance   : starting... 

RGGameConnectionAS3: added eventlistener[name: SWFREADY callback:function Function() {} once: true] 

RGGameConnectionAS3: added to stage. 

GameloaderHelper: loadComplete 

GameloaderHelper: loaded game: http://zylomdev.com/gody/testenv/testApp.swf (actionscript3) 

GameCommunicator: Firing SWFREADY 

RGGameConnectionAS3: received event: SWFREADY 

Game instance   : onSwfReady listener called with params: [object Object] 

Game instance   : Calling getFlashVars to retrieve flashvars 

RGGameConnectionAS3: Returning flashvars (as Object).  

[object Object] 

Game instance   : got language : en 

Game instance   : got country  : US 

Game instance   : Game can now load localized resources for the language "en-US". 

Game instance   : firing SCOREBROADCAST messages (interval). 

RGGameConnectionAS3: added eventlistener[name: GAMEBEGIN callback:function Function() {} once: true]  

Game instance   : firing GAMEREADY messages (indicating the game has finished loading and is ready to 

start). 

RGGameConnectionAS3: fired event: GAMEREADY 

GameCommunicator: received event: GAMEREADY 

RGGameConnectionAS3: Game loaded 

GameCommunicator: Firing GAMEBEGIN 

RGGameConnectionAS3: received event: GAMEBEGIN 

Game instance   : onGameBegin listener called. 

Game instance   : firing SCOREBROADCAST messages (interval). 

RGGameConnectionAS3: fired event: SCOREBROADCAST 

GameCommunicator: received event: SCOREBROADCAST 

GameCommunicator: SCOREBROADCAST with params (score:250, state:interval) 

RGGameConnectionAS3: fired event: SCOREBROADCAST 

GameCommunicator: received event: SCOREBROADCAST 

GameCommunicator: SCOREBROADCAST with params (score:600, state:interval) 

RGGameConnectionAS3: fired event: SCOREBROADCAST 

GameCommunicator: received event: SCOREBROADCAST 

GameCommunicator: SCOREBROADCAST with params (score:780, state:interval) 

Game instance   : adding GAMECONTINUE listener. 

RGGameConnectionAS3: added eventlistener[name: GAMECONTINUE callback:function Function() {} once: true]  

Game instance   : Firing GAMEBREAK event 

RGGameConnectionAS3: fired event: GAMEBREAK 

GameCommunicator: received event: GAMEBREAK 

Game instance   : Firing SCOREBROADCAST event (gamebreak). 

RGGameConnectionAS3: fired event: SCOREBROADCAST 

GameCommunicator: received event: SCOREBROADCAST 

GameCommunicator: SCOREBROADCAST with params (score:1000, state:gamebreak) 

GameCommunicator: Firing GAMECONTINUE 

RGGameConnectionAS3: received event: GAMECONTINUE 

Game instance   : onGameContinue listener called. 

Game instance   : firing SCOREBROADCAST messages (interval). 

RGGameConnectionAS3: fired event: SCOREBROADCAST 

GameCommunicator: received event: SCOREBROADCAST 

GameCommunicator: SCOREBROADCAST with params (score:850, state:interval) 

Game instance   : firing GAMEEND message (score=1000 level=5 outcome='win'). 

RGGameConnectionAS3: fired event: GAMEEND 

GameCommunicator: received event: GAMEEND 

GameCommunicator: GAMEEND with params (score:1000, level:5, outcome:win) 

Game instance   : firing GAMEDOWNLOAD message (Player hits the download button). 

RGGameConnectionAS3: fired event: GAMEDOWNLOAD 

GameCommunicator: received event: GAMEDOWNLOAD 
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5.1 The inspector window 

While testing your web game the inspector window can help with debugging the game; confirming all required API 
events have been fired. This tool also gives developers the ability to fire calls manually (when running the debug 
links). 
 

The inspector can be opened by typing “2001” (without the quotes) followed by pressing the CTRL key. 

 
Make sure the inspector can always be opened; do not display game elements on top of the inspector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The inspector window is built into the gameloader SWF, therefore the game cannot display the inspector when ran 
without the loader. 

  

Info on current 
runtime settings 

Indicates which messages have been 
sent from the gameloader SWF to the 
RGGameConnection inside the game. 

Shows the 
configuration 
values from the 
properties.uprop 
file. 

Shows the flashVars 
the loader provides to 
the game through the 
“getFlashVars();” 
function. 

Indicates which messages have been 
sent from the RGGameConnection 
inside the game to the gameloader. 
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6 API Troubleshooting 
 
Q: My game does not start when running the test html files / I get the “2036 Load Never Completed. URL: 
YOURGAMESWF.swf” error. 
A1: Make sure you copied all required test files to the web server. Make sure you have edited the properties.uprop 
file to match your game’s filename. 
A2: If you’re running a Linux/Unix webserver it is very important the case of all letters in all filenames is exactly the 

same as the ones you’re trying to load. If you try to load “GameName.SWF” but the filename is “Gamename.swf” a 

Linux/Unix webserver will not load the file. Windows webservers do not have this issue but as our channels run on 
Linux/Unix webservers make sure all filenames are correctly named. 
 
 
Q: I do not see traces using the log viewer nor the Browser plugin. 
A1: Make sure the game has not been published by Adobe Flash with ‘omit traces’ checked in the publish settings. 
A2: Make sure you have the debug player installed. Head over to http://kb2.adobe.com/cps/155/tn_15507.html and 
confirm you have a debug Flash player installed: 

 
 
 
Q: Game sounds do not work when running with the gameloader. 

A: When creating new Sound instances make sure to call the Sound constructor like this: “… = new 

Sound(this);”. The “this” part indicates where to locate the sound resources so the game can find the within itself 

instead of it trying to look for them in the loader. 
 
 
Q: The game’s resources do not load on our webserver but they’re all there. 
A1: If you’re running a Linux/Unix webserver it is very important the case of all letters in all filenames is exactly the 

same as the ones you’re trying to load. If you try to load “Background.jpg” but the filename is “background.jpg” a 

Linux/Unix webserver will not load the file. Windows webservers do not have this issue but as our channels run on 
Linux/Unix webservers make sure all filenames are correctly named. 
A2: If your webserver uses compression it’s possible the web server reports a file being size x while Flash thinks 
it’s actually larger. Therefore the load will never complete. This can only be fixed by disabling compression for the 
used formats. 
 
 
Q: I get this error: “TypeError: Error #1009: Cannot access a property or method of a null object reference. 
 at com.real.games.datagathering::SplashscreenSystem/showImage()” 

A: Make sure you have copied the splash folder from the “API\test environment\” folder. If you have added 

more splash screens in the properties.uprop file make sure these exist in the splash folder and their names are 
written correctly. 
 

  

http://kb2.adobe.com/cps/155/tn_15507.html
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7 Checklist 
 
To quickly confirm the localization-ready build of your game is ready for our process, please use this checklist. 
 

Build Yes / No / Comment / Details 

Is it a multilingual build which conforms to the file/folder structure as 
described in the Flash web game requirements? 

 

Is there a localization manual document?  

Are there cheats that allow moving through the game quickly?  

No files that aren't needed in the game folder? (e.g. thumbs.db files 
(Windows) and .DS_Store and or .trash folders (MacOS)). 

 

  

Translations Yes / No / Comment / Details 

Has the game already been localized in some languages?   

Is there an exclusivity period for already localized languages? If so, 
how long and when does it expire?  

 

  

Text Yes / No / Comment / Details 

Are all game texts externalized into XML files?  

Are the texts from the downloadable version re-used?  

Can labels, buttons and text fields accommodate translated texts up 
to 40% of the original length? 

 

Is text adjustable or scalable to make longer translations fit? Can the 
font and/or text position be changed on a per language basis? 

 

Is there a character limit for certain words? For example object-
names in Hidden Object Games. 

 

Are regional settings configurable and not hard-coded? (Currency, 
thousand separator, etc.) 

 

  

Images Yes / No / Comment / Details 

Are all images which contain text externalized?  

Can images from the downloadable version be re-used for the web 
by simply scaling them down to web-size dimensions? 

 

If images cannot be scaled from the downloadable version: Are 
layered PSD files available for each image which contains text? 

 

Are all fonts required for the PSD files available and do they contain 
accented characters from the Latin-1 set? 

 

  

Technical & API Yes / No / Comment / Details 

Branding screens are configurable?  

If present, are player Profile / Player name screen & dialogs 
disabled? 

 

Does the game feature savegames?  

Are all required flashVars implemented?  

Is the API fully implemented?  

Are all other API’s switched off?  

Are all tools included (packing/encrypting/building)   

 
 
 
Optionally, when sending source to us: 
 

Source Yes / No / Comment / Details 

Is all source, including all required libraries, included?  

Are there external resources like fonts and images required to rebuild 
the game? 

 

Is there a project file present? If not are there compiling instructions 
included? 
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8 Reference list 
 
More localization information from GameHouse 
https://partners.gamehouse.com/localization/ 
 
ISO/IEC 8859-1 (Latin-1) character encoding  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO/IEC_8859-1 
 
Cyrillic alphabet  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrillic_alphabet 
 
UTF-8 character encoding  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UTF-8 
 
XML standard  
http://www.w3.org/TR/2008/REC-xml-20081126/ 

https://partners.gamehouse.com/localization/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO/IEC_8859-1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrillic_alphabet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UTF-8
http://www.w3.org/TR/2008/REC-xml-20081126/

